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Wire stripper, crimping pliers and cable connections

B 2186/5

B 2186/55

B 2186/41 sz. 35÷50 mm

B 2186/41 sz. 8÷28 mm

Circular cut Longitudinal cut Stripping electrical 
cables 0,5÷6 mm2

Cutting cables
up to 6 mm2

For round cables from Ø 25 mm
Body in synthetic resin reinforced with fiberglass
Steel sliding wheel with anti-slip knurling 
It allows for the removal of all the insulating layers and it is suitable for longitudinal and circular 
cuts - Cutting depth adjustable through screw up to 5 mm
Reversible blade (usable on both sides)
Supplied with case - Overall length 150 mm
Code B 2186 3600 B 2186/36 Each  198,00  1

Wire-stripping tools

Spare blade
Code B 2186 3700 B 2186/37 Each  49,00  1


For stripping and unsheathing all common round and moisture-proof cables with Ø 
8÷13 mm (p.es. NYM 3×1,5 mm² e 5×2,5 mm²)
Body in two half-shells with hinge opening, entirely in plastic and reinforced in fiberglass
Particularly suitable for working in junction and outlet boxes 
With return spring  and stop pin
Overall length 125 mm
Code B 2186 3800 B 2186/38 Each  23,50  1


For stripping electrical cables Ø 8÷13 mm
Entirely in synthetic resin, reinforced with fiberglass 
With special tempered steel knives for longitudinal and circular cuts
Suitable for working in hard-to-reach places, such as junction boxes, electrical panels and for 
stripping wall wires etc.
With 6 holes for stripping electrical cables of 0,5 - 0,75 - 1,5 - 2,5 - 4,0 - 6,0 mm² (AWG 20-10)
For stripping all round cables with Ø 8÷13 mm (for ex. NYM cables 3×1,5 mm² and 5×2,5 mm²)
With cutter for cutting cables up to 6,0 mm² copper conductor cables up to 4,0 mm²
With spring  and closing clasp 
Overall length 150 mm
Code B 2186 3900 B 2186/39 Each  36,10  1


With retractable spring 
Body in synthetic resin reinforced with fiberglass, with anti-slip inserts in soft rubber
Blade in special tempered steel rotating on its axle, for circular and longitudinal cuts, 
adjustable through screw for precise stripping and to carry out precise stripping according to 
the various coating thicknesses
Complete with two B 2186/6 blades

For stripping electrical cables Ø mm 4÷50 -  1 pce.
For electric cables Ø mm 4÷16 8÷35 28÷50,5 35÷50
Code B 2186 4116 B 2186 4128 B 2186 4135 B 2186 4150
B 2186/41 Each  13,50 13,50 20,70 23,20
Overall length mm 120 130 165 175

For stripping electrical cables Ø 4÷28 mm
Patented plastic wire guide
With additional blade and protective cover 
Overall length 170 mm
B 2186/5  - With hook blade
B 2186/55 - With straight blade
Code B 2186 5000 B 2186/5 Each  15,90  1
Code B 2186 5500 B 2186/55 Each  16,00  1

Spare blade for B 2186/41 - B 2186/5 - B 2186/55
Sold in indivisible packs of 10 pieces
Code B 2186 6000 B 2186/6 Each  3,59  10

 
For stripping and unsheathing all common round and moisture-proof cables with
Ø 8÷13 mm (e.g.: NYM 3×1.5 mm² e 5×2.5 mm²)
With retractable blade, adjustable using the locking device
To make circular and longitudinal cuts
With 6 holes for stripping electrical cables 0,5 - 0,75 - 1,5 - 2,5 - 4,0 - 6,0 mm² (AWG 20-10)
Body with two half-shells entirely in plastic, reinforced with fibre glass
Particularly suitable for use in junction and distribution boxes
Overall length 125 mm
Code B 2186 3850 B 2186/385 Each  41,20  12




